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ID Experts offers customized breach response services that can be tailored to fit the needs of your insured 
organization or client. Our proven methodology is based on more than a decade of experience managing 
thousands of breaches for our customers. We offer:

Top-notch breach response, rapid deployment
We execute breach response engagements with market-leading and time-tested expertise, and can deploy a large-scale response 
in as little as three business days—including notification, call center, and website services. We partner with privacy counsel and the 
insured organization to deliver precisely what is required for an efficient and effective breach response.

Easy, straightforward communication with the breached population
We provide a single phone number and website URL for the breached population to both get information and to enroll in identity 
protection services. This all-in-one approach reduces stress for breach victims and simplifies communication.

Responsive, U.S.-based call center
We don’t outsource our call center services. Instead, we provide highly trained agents who monitor phone lines 6 a.m. – 5 p.m. Pacific 
Standard Time, M-F. We have a rapid response rate, typically returning calls within four hours—and always within one business day. 

Flexible and competitive pricing models
You can structure the engagement to address any particular requirements and budget. Choose only the services that the organization 
needs, and at the level they want. We work closely with—and under the direction of—privacy counsel to design and execute the breach 
response that best meets an organization’s needs.

Scalable services for smaller breaches
Many breach response companies focus primarily on large-scale engagements. However, many breaches involve hundreds or 
thousands of individuals—not millions. We provide the same quality breach response services for thousands of smaller incidents. Our 
goal is to partner with you and your insured or client organization on both small and large engagements, building trust that will endure.

ID Experts is a leading provider of data breach and identity protection services for companies 
and individuals throughout the U.S. We combine consumer-centric software and concierge-
style professional services in serving organizations across government, healthcare, commercial 
enterprises, financial institutions, and higher education.
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Talk to an Expert.
 
921-242-4775 
info@IDExpertsCorp.com 
www2.idexpertscorp.com


